Abstra~I-Iter~tive mesage pvsingslgarithmr W A S ) haw found sp---I 7, tplication in P wide range of data d e l d o n problems because they u n pmvide near optimal performance and significant complexity reduction. In this paper, we demonskate that they can be wed to emdenuy solve the pseudo random code acquisition problem as well. To do this, (bl
INTRODUCTION
CHIEVING and maintaining code synchronization between the transmitter and the receiver is critical to all spread spectrum systems hecause even a small ,,,isalignment can cause serious signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) degradation. VPically, this task is performed in two steps: code acquisition and trackng. Our focus here is to apply iterative meS. sage passing algorithms (MPAs), generalizations of the fa- 
A .

and PN code phase
If the LFSR sequence is binary, the maximum achievable period of is 2' -1. To achieve this maximum value, two conditions must be satisfied. First, the generating polynomial, which is defined as: g(D) = go + glD +g& + ... + gp-lDT-' + grDr ( I ) where D is the unit delay operator, is primitive. Second, the shift-register is loaded with non-zero initial state. The (infinitely long) periodic sequence 2 generated then can be written as where nk is white gaussian noise with one-sided power specINm density of NO and 8, is the carrier phase. This general model can he applied to both to ZMiB and DS/SS systems. In a UWB system, as there is no carrier, 8, = 0. In DSISS system, if the phase of the RF carrier is known, 8, = 0 as well. However, in practice, 8, is typically unknown at the point of PN acquisition because the SNR before despreading is too low to enable carrier synchronization. This implies non-coherent PN acquisition. In this case, 8, is modelled as random variable uniformly distributed over [0,211] which is constant over the period of L observations. An r-stage LFSR is shown in Figure 2 . At any given time k, let Sf', 0 <_ i 5 T -1, he the value of the ith register and z k he the output, the following feedback equation is satisfied.
where E? is modulo 2 addition.
primitive,
Define S b = (Sr', Sf), ..., Sf-") as the state, and let the initial state Sa be U = (ua,ui, ..., %?-I), then (4) and (5) together define the transition t k = (Sk,z,,Sk+,). This is a finite state machine, whose evolution is determined entirely by its initial state.
Sf)=S~)@glS~-')@...@g,-, $ 1 ) E. Graphicul representations of m-sequence Graphical models are powerful tools to formalize joint probability distribution problems as they can represent those problems compactly and intuitively, and can yield efficient algorithms. The trellis representation along with the well known Viterbi algorithm is an excellent example.
There Figure 3 . Running the optimal MPA on this cycle-free graph is complex, with the standard parallel search strategy viewed as a simplification to this approach. We call Figure 3 "full-state representation".
A loopy representation can be found by defining S; as (Zk-I), t; as ( s ; , X k -1 5 , Z g , S ; + ] ) . and then use them to label state vertices and transition vertices and connect t; with S;, S;+,, x h and t;+i5. This is a "sparse loopy representation" and is shown in Figure 4 .
Another possible, but not so straightforward, way to find the loopy representation is to define S; as (xt-t,xk--2) instead.
This graph has the same topology as shown in Figure 4 , hut with different vertex labels. Though x k -2 does not appear in equation (6) so that it contributes nothing explicitly, introducing it improves the performance and speeds up the rate of convergence of iterative MPAs running over sparse loopy graphs. It is also possible to introduce more variables into the definition of S;. However, the complexity of the iterative MPAs grows exponentially to the number of bits of S; and no significant improvement of the performance can he observed.
TRADITIONAL ACQUISITION ALGORITHMS
As uniform a priori probability is assumed for the initial state, both full parallel search and serial search calculatep(zlu), thelikelihood o f u , whereu=(uo(0),ui(O), . . . ,~~-~( 0 ) ) and-
In theformer,p(zlu) forallcandidatesis calculated, and the estimated initial state is U = argmaxup(z/u) This provides ML estimation of initial state. However, since full parallel search has memory requirements exponential to the length of the LFSR, it is often impractical. Though p(zlu) is calculated in serial search as well, the whole set of possible states is not necessarily searched. Instead, a threshold is set and the whole set of candidate states is divided into a number of cells. Cells are examined serially by correlating the corresponding local sequence with the channel observations over the "dwell time", r d . If a correlation larger than the threshold is observed, a successful "acquisition" is declared. Otherwise, current observations are discarded, correlation over another r d is computed to test another cell. This process is continued until acquisition is declared.
Though this approach can significantly reduce the memory requirements; and works well at low SNRs, it is slow. Without a priori information on the phase, the mean acquisition time for the simple single-dwell serial search [IO] an acquisition at the wrong cell never happens. Also assuming the total number of cells-is the total number of possible states, then q = 2' -1 and % ! ? ! 4
If both the observation length in parallel search and 3 of serial search are L, only L observations are needed for parallel search and it can acquire the initial state in time LT,, but on average at least = 2'-'L observations are needed for serial search and it takes = 2'-'LT, to acquire.
1v. ITERATIVE MESSAGE PASSING ALGORITHMS
Message passing algorithms have been studied intensely since the invention of Turbo Codes [3] . It is well known that once the graph is given, the standard processing is well defined and only schedule needs to be specified. The standard message passing algorithms referred to in this paper are well defined in [I], [2] , [41, [71, [8] , [I I], [12] , and iterative message passing algorithms or iMPAs refer to MPAs on loopy graphs.
To apply message passing techniques to solve joint prohability distribution problems, we usually start by formalizing the problems using graphical models, defining the messages passed along edges and specifying the schedule. If the graphical representation is not loopy, optimality can be achieved. The full-state graphical representation is acyclic, (i.e.,it is a tree), so maximum likelihood decisions are obtained by running a standard message passing algorithm on it. On the other hand, there are many cycles of some fixed length in the sparse loopy one, such as Figure 4 , optimal decisions may not he achieved using iM-PAS. However, the complexity of the MPA is a function of the underlying graph. The former has complexity exponential in r , the shift register memory, whereas the latter has complexity exponential to the number non-zero coefficients of g(D).
Our approach tries to approximate the full parallel search when the generating polynomial g ( D ) is sparse, i.e., there are only a few, compared to r, isolated 1's. An interesting observation for m-sequences of long period is that, many have sparse generating polynomials which directly provide sparse loopy representations. In Table I , some examples are given(91. In Figure There are many different schedules for MPAs on acyclic where PD is the probability of detection for a single-dwell test, Ppa is the probability of false alarm, K is the penalty time for a false alarm, and q is the total number of cells. Consider the graphs that all converge to the same (optimal) solution [I], [2] .
However, scheduling can significantly affect the performance of MPAs on loopy graphs. Furthermore, when MPAs are running on loopy graphs, convergence to a local optimum is not guaranteed, but is usually observed empirically.
Refemng to Figure 4 , the schedule used for the iMPA in this paper is as follows. First, messages are sent along the edges connecting I; and Then, messages are passed forward along the edges connecting S;, ti, and SL+,, sequentially staring from k = 0. Next, messages are passed backward along the edges connecting Si,,, 1; . and S;, sequentially staring from k = L.
This defines one iteration. The forward and backward processing can be viewed as running the standard forward-backward algorithm (FBA) on the trellis defined in the absence of the edges from t i and ti+,,. Thus, the algorithm may be viewed as alternatively running the FFJA and passing messages over the loops defined by the edges connecting I; and Each successive run of the FBA differs because the messages passed over the loops alter the effective state transition metrics. After running iMPA over the loopy graph for a number of iterations, the iMPA is stopped and soft-output information of the first 15 bits is calculated and thresholded to obtain a hard decision for the initial state. The appendix contains brief short pseudo-code for this iMPA. 
v . SIMULATION RESULTS
TACQ
R," R,
A . IJWB (pulsed) Systems
A.l Evaluating the algorithm
We evaluate our algorithm using the probability of acquisition V.S. chip SNR, EJNO. the acquisition time and the complexity.
The acquisition probabilities of different acquisition schemes are plotted in Figure 5 . It can be seen that the 4-state rnin*-sum iMPA with is about 2.2 d B worse than the ML exhaustive search due to the regular structure and sholt fixed-length cycles in the graphical representation, and 0.3 d B better than the simple serial search. The 4-state min-sum iMPA has the performance very close to the simple serial search.
The acquisition times of these algorithms are shown in Figure 5 as well. Both full parallel search and iterative MPAs can achieve code acquisition with time duration comparable to 128T,. On the other hand, the mean acquisition time of simple serial search is 2.09 -'106T,. Thus, the iterative MPAs are 16000 times faster than the simple serial search. Since the penalty time was assumed to he zero when TACQ is calculated, 16000 is a conservative estimate.
To compare the complexity of these algorithms, both memory requirements and the.tolal number of arithmetic operations, denoted by R, and R . respectively, are considered. Those numbers, along with acquisition time, are summarized in Table 11 . Values in parenthesis correspond to numerical results obtained using L = 128,'N, = 100 and r = 15.
To evaluate the iMPA, we would also like lo know the performance gain when increasing the number of iterations. For the min-sum iMPA with L = 128, when N, is increased from 100 to 200.0.3 d B is gained. There is another 0.2 d B gain achieved by increasing the number fulther to 400. No significant iteration gain is achieved after that.
As illustrated in Figure 6 , doubling the length of the observation ( L ) provides approximately 3 d B improvement for the traditional serial and parallel search approaches. This is to be expected since doubling the number of observations roughly doubles the ratio between the partial period correlation under the correct (in-phase) and out-of-phase alignments. However, the performance of the iterative MPA is limited by the cycles, which are of the length of 15 in this example. Thus, direct application of this method is most attractive for short observation intervals, as motivated in section 1. However, this iMPA could potentially be used sequentially or in parallel over multiple time windows of size 128 in order to capitalize on the additional observations.
A.2 Improving the performance
The performance of the proposed iMPAs over Figure 4 can be improved. One way to do that is to use a sop informarion filter 141, which simply filters out large variations in the soft information of a particular quantity from one iteration to the is a unit-gain low-pass filter, and g is the gain. The actual messages that are passed along edges are: Simulation results of the 100-iteration MPA forthis approach are shown in Figure 9 along with the curve of the ideal case where 8, is known. The 8-phase quantization approach works well, at the cost of an increasing in complexity by a factor of 8, whereas an additional 2 d B degradation is observed for 4-ohase quantization.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Iterative techniques are well known to be applicable in a wide range of applications, and in this paper we applied this principle to solve the code acquisition problem. Simulation results showed that the iterative message passing algorithm on the sparse graph worked by itself, for it can achieve acquisition at low SNRs and it works much faster than serial.search. This approach is especially favorable when the block size is relatively small.
In practice, hybrid search is usually used as a compromise of full parallel search and simple serial search. However, hybrid search compromises linearly between memory requirement and acquisition time and it does not necessarily reduce the nunher of arithmetic operations, R,, needed for an successful acquisition. Since the iterative message passing algorithm over a sparse graphical model can approximate full exhaustive search with significant reduction on both R, and R,, it is a promising approach for code acquisition problem.
"Data blind acquisition". i.e., to acquire the initial state of the PN code while data modulation is presented, designing spread- ing codes with "good" autocomelation property (not necessarily two value) and sparse generating polynomials are some of the interesting future research problems.
APPENDIX
To help clarify the messages passed along edges in Figure  4 , transition vertex I; and all connected edges are re-drawn in Figure IO . Also, specific labels are given to messages passed along different edges, as shown in Figure IO .
Define soft-in information in terms of channel observations as:
(9)
Also, let
M[t;l = F~[S;~+M~[Z~I+RI~~~]+LI~[~~-I~I+B~+I(S;+I]
Note that the values of the variables S;, I*, zk-15 and SE+, are determined when a conditional value oft; is set. Thus, for each conditional value oft;, the terms on the right-side of equation (IO) where the notation U : U means all U consistent with U, zk E {0,1} andS; E {OO,Ol, 10,11}. Similarly,min*-summessages can be obtained by replacing min operators in equations (10)-(15) by min*, wheremin*(z, y) = rnin(z, y)-ln(l+e-12-~I). 0 5 k 5 L -1, using equation (14) and (15) respectively. ?ben, 
PSEUDO-CODE OF THE PROPOSED ITERATIVE
